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Abstract—These This research has purpose. 1) to construct an the blended learning using collaborative learning with team project technique in topic visual arts to enhance creative thinking of grade VI students, 2) to study the creative thinking of grade VI students, 3) to study the achievement of grade VI students. The samples in this research were grade VI students of Sureephon Kindergarten School, Khon Kaen Province, Thailand, were 32 students

Index Terms—blended learning, collaborative learning, team project, creative thinking

I. INTRODUCTION

The world today has evolved rapidly. Technology has played a greater role in life. Can be seen from all things Relying on technology as a whole As the meaning of the word "technology" means Science that brings scientific knowledge to be useful in practice and industry (Thai Dictionary of the Royal Academy, 1999) Technology items that get attention from everyday use But also teaching and learning with modern technology Design and promotion of teaching and learning systems with an emphasis on educational objectives The participation of learners is a center of learning, rather than the content that is used in practical education, through the analysis and use of audiovisual education for teaching using various devices and self-study (Good, 1973) Teachers must provide media for teaching and learning. And bring technology to use in teaching and learning management Which is one way to help learners develop (Ministry of Education, 2008)

II. COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

Collaborative learning is finding knowledge everywhere, waiting for discovery by human efforts. With social methods by helping to rely on learning together. Besides that, Collaborative Learning is a learning activity with exchange of ideas in small groups. Not increasing the interest of the participants But will support analytical thinking the exchange of learning between students is an opportunity to cultivate discussion. Have responsibility for their own learning (Johnson and Johnson, 1986) Team project Technique has become a form of interest for presenters due to their unique work. Working together with others another important thing is to design a team project for collaboration only, but students must be able to collaborate, must be able to create work pieces to shape and presented as clear. Said that the learning model is a form of child-centered approach that allows students to work according to the level of skills they have in their interests and convenience. What questions will ask and what products will produce from this event. The teacher acts as a sponsor of the equipment and provides experience to students. Motivation for students (McDonel 2007)

III. CREATIVE THINKING

Creative Thinking not only taking notes of new things, but also linking existing knowledge or experiences in new arrangements, not necessarily a new world class (Wescott and Smith, 1963) In accordance with the idea that creativity is the ability of a person to think of production Or new strange things Not known before Which things Those may be caused by collecting various knowledge. Obtained from experience and connect to new situations and this new thing does not have to be truly complete. May come in the form of art products, literature, science, or just a process or method (Drevdahl,
1960). Not necessarily, a great thing only being able to apply the knowledge that has applied together to be able to solve problems or apply them to benefit further. Creativity is available in almost every activity that taught in the curriculum and extra curriculum. Such as in the art of drawing and painting (Aree Punmanee, 2000).

From the reasons mentioned above Education as a teacher. Interested in a blended learning method with cooperative learning, team project technique Used in the management of visual arts courses. To promote creativity. And to study the satisfaction of grade VI students By studying the subject The Effects Of Blended Learning Using Collaborative Learning With Team Project Technique In Topic Visual Arts To Enhance Creative Thinking Of Grade VI Students. In order to continue to use the results as a guideline for teaching and learning activities.

IV. OBJECTIVES

A. To construct the effects of blended learning using collaborative learning with team project technique in topic visual arts to enhance creative thinking of grade VI students.

B. To study the creative thinking of grade VI students by of blended learning using collaborative learning with team project technique in topic visual arts to enhance creative thinking.

C. To study the achievement of grade VI students by blended learning using collaborative learning with team project technique in topic visual arts to enhance creative thinking.

V. METHODOLOGY

A. Population and Sample

Population was grade VI students at Sureeporn Kindergarten school, Non Sila district, Khon Kaen province under the office of Khon Kaen primary educational service area 3, first semester of academic year 2018. Sample of this research was 32 students of grade VI student in the first semester of academic year 2018, Sureeporn Kindergarten School, Non Sila District, Khon Kaen Province, which were obtained by Simple Random Sampling.

B. Research Tools

Tools used in the experiment

1) Tools used in the experiments, Blended Learning Using Collaborative Learning With Team Project Technique In Topic Visual Arts To Enhance Creative Thinking Of Grade VI Students URL: www.artofun.com

Tools for data collection

1) Creative measurement form

2) Learning achievement test

3) Study satisfaction evaluation form

C. Data Collection

1) The researcher brought the book from the Department of Educational Technology, Faculty of Education, Khon Kaen University to Sureeporn Kindergarten to request cooperation in experimentation and collecting data in the study of expressions.

2) Place preparation and experimental equipment where the location of this experiment is the use of computers.

3) Test before class (first test) with students in the sample group online.

4) The researcher pointed out the sample group of the objectives of the experiment and explained the learning process from the lesson.

5) Divide students into sample groups into small groups.

6) Explain how to learn the pattern by creating a team project for students to understand.

7) Take the test after studying online, using a test before class, without including the time for studying the lesson.

8) The data obtained from pre-test and post-test and satisfaction assessment form are used to prepare statistical analysis in the following order.

VI. RESEARCH RESULT

A. The Results of the Efficiency of Blended Learning

From Table I. Shows that in one-to-one experiments, the efficiency value (E₁/E₂) equal to 66.31/63.75. The small group study has the efficiency value (E₁/E₂) equal to 74.21/70.0. The field experiment has the efficiency value (E₁/E₂) equal to 86.64/85.85. A summary of the studies to find the effectiveness of the integrated lesson by cooperative learning. The achievement group pattern on the learning management system to promote analytical thinking for grade VII students with efficiency (E₁/E₂) equal to 86.64/85.85, which is in accordance with the set criteria 80/80 can use for teaching and learning about Team Project technique in topic Visual Arts to enhance Creative Thinking of Grade VI Students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The experiments</th>
<th>No. of group (Group) (member)</th>
<th>Total score</th>
<th>The score after each examination</th>
<th>The effectiveness of the Blended Learning E₁/E₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One to One Testing</td>
<td>1(4)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>66.31/63.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Group Testing</td>
<td>2(8)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>74.21/70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Testing</td>
<td>5(20)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>86.64/85.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. SHOW CALCULATING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE BLENDED LEARNING IN 3 STEPS
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B. The Results of the Comparing on Creative Thinking

From Table II. Found that the score to measure creative thinking. The learners with Blended Learning has average score equal to 8.09, standard deviation equal to 1.46. The regular learning session has average score equal to 16.93, standard deviation equal to 0.82. T-test independent value equal to -31.35. Analytical thinking score of the learners with Blended Learning higher than the analytical thinking scores of students studying in the normal learning style at .05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The learners with the Blended Learning.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>-31.35</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The regular learning session</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16.93</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05, df=31

C. The Results of the Comparing on Achievement

From Table III. Found that the score to measure achievement. The learners with Blended Learning has average score equal to 111.87 standard deviation equal to 3.98. The regular learning session has average score equal to 17.37, standard deviation equal to 0.75. T-test independent value equal to -15.55. Achievement score of the learners with Blended Learning higher than the achievement scores of students studying in the normal learning style at .05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The learners with the Blended Learning.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11.87</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>-15.55</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The regular learning session</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17.37</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05, df=31

VI. CONCLUSION

The researcher received the lesson learned form by learning to create a work as a visual arts team to promote creativity for grade 6 students created for experimentation. And the sample group is the grade 5-6 students in the Philippines studying in the Department of Biology 1, academic year 2018, with research results

A. The result of learning the teaching model, Blended Learning Using Collaborative Learning with Team Project Technique in Topic Visual Arts To Enhance Creative Thinking Of Grade VI Students subject complementary colour has the efficiency of 86.64 / 85.85 according to the criteria.

B. The results of comparison of pre-test and post-test creativity by Blended Learning Using Collaborative Learning With Team Project Technique In Topic Visual Arts To Enhance Creative Thinking Of Grade VI Students subject complementary colour, having the creative score after studying higher than before learning significantly at the level of .05

C. The comparison of learning achievement before and after learning by Blended Learning Using Collaborative Learning With Team Project Technique In Topic Visual Arts To Enhance Creative Thinking Of Grade VI Students subject complementary colour, with the scores of academic achievement after learning before learning significantly at the level of .05.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The researcher received the lesson learned form by learning to create a work as a visual arts team to promote creativity for grade 6 students created for experimentation. And the sample group is the grade 5-6 students in the Philippines studying in the Department of Biology 1, academic year 2018, with research results

A. The result of learning the teaching model, Blended Learning Using Collaborative Learning with Team Project Technique in Topic Visual Arts To Enhance Creative Thinking Of Grade VI Students subject complementary colour has the efficiency of 86.64 / 85.85 according to the criteria.

B. The results of comparison of pre-test and post-test creativity by Blended Learning Using Collaborative Learning With Team Project Technique In Topic Visual Arts To Enhance Creative Thinking Of Grade VI Students subject complementary colour, having the creative score after studying higher than before learning significantly at the level of .05

C. The comparison of learning achievement before and after learning by Blended Learning Using Collaborative Learning With Team Project Technique In Topic Visual Arts To Enhance Creative Thinking Of Grade VI Students subject complementary colour, with the scores of academic achievement after learning before learning significantly at the level of .05.

IX. SUGGESTIONS

A. Suggestions from the Research

1) Developing creative thinking Teachers should respond to the needs of a wide variety of learners by using vocabulary linked to feelings and summarizing self-learning.
2) Should add excellent research assistants
3) Teachers should increase time in the process of creating more activities.

B. Suggestions to study next research

1) Create blended learning with cooperative learning with a project creation model to promote creativity at other levels.
2) Create blended learning with cooperative learning with a project creation model that promotes other skills such as analytical thinking skills, problem-solving skills, etc.

3) Create blended learning with cooperative learning with various learning styles. To promote creativity such as learning styles (LT), jigsaw puzzles (Jigsaw) etc.
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